Book 102
Creation
vis-à-vis
Evolution
Moshe
Siselsender
What happened 5,777 years ago when God created the world? Or was it 5,777 zillion light years ago? Is the present world that we see a result of evolution? Is there a conflict between science and the Bible as to the number of years our world is old? Did God create this world? Or, this world came to be by some freak chance?
Did it develop through a process that some or many scientists call evolution?

Response

Of all the freak theorists over recorded history the most distorted is the view that everything in the universe occurred as a freak accident. Everything fell into place by a set of freak accidents.
The chances of such an occurrence is impossible. If such was the case why don’t we have today other freak accidents? We have recorded history dating back over 5,000 years. In the over 5,000 years how come no such freak accidents have been recorded? Archeologists dig in the ground and discover skeletons of creatures they estimate lived
hundreds of thousands or millions years ago. The skeletons are from creatures that no longer exists today. Therefore scientists presume that evolution occurred to enable a new breed of animals to survive while the older ones lacking the new organs perished.

All this happened by pure chance. The work of a creator is
denied. The advocates of this nonsense deride besmirch insult all others who dare interject a Creator. These men call themselves scientists. Never mind that none of these men are following scientific rules to reach their absurd conclusions. Who of these men was present 5777 zillion years ago and first hand witnessed the big bang explosion that
precipitated the forces that led to the formation of the universe?

It is impossible to state that this essay appeared out of nowhere. It was not organized by a human. Any one declaring such a statement can be declared fit to be locked up as insane. How much more is one insane for declaring that the
universe and this world came about by itself?

The Bible and Commentaries declare that the universe and this world were created in the span of six days 5,777 years ago. Is a day of creation the equivalent to a day modern man counts of 24 hours; 60 minutes to every hour; 60 seconds to every minute as we
count today? Or are the measurement some thing else?

THIS QUESTION IS NOT RESOLVED.

However what difference does it make? God is the first cause. Even if the big bang theory is true, God is the one responsible for the big bang. God’s Providence guided the development of the universe and this world over the zillion
light years that it could have taken. Or else God created everything in 6 days. The days being 24 hours per day. The time used by God is the same as the time we have today.

The bottom line is that none of these men calling themselves "scientists" were present. Therefore everything that they claim is no more than guessing.
The important thing is that it does not make any difference if our universe is no more than 5,777 man years old; or it is 5,777 zillion light years old.

Furthermore, the theory of evolution is another hoax. –

God cold have created species that exists today to have existed in prior eras. However they never became extinct because they possessed those
attributes that permitted them to adjust to new environments. While the other species that became extinct did not possess these attributes.

Thus evolution is a hoax. All species always existed.

Or else God created new species. God destroys old worlds and old species.
and God creates new worlds and new species.

There exists Kabalistic teachings that there existed 48 worlds prior to this world. All were destroyed. The world
we inhabit today is number 49.

Thus we can reconcile the conflict between the dating of the universe. The universe and our planet could very well be zillions of years. There existed
other species that were destroyed by God. The 6 days of creation were measured in a time span that is totally different that man hours that humans measure time. The 6 days could have taken
zillions of man measurement light years.

The universe and planet earth humans inhabit to day is 5777 years old. That is the extent of recorded history.